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FOREWORD

For some time, middle age was regarded as a period of economic

and personal stabilization. With the rapidly changing social and

economic outlook in this country, however, middle age is no
longe,- seen as such a predictable period in ari individual's life.

Many factors can make midlife a period of considereble change.
In many cases, occupational shifts are necessitated. As adults

in career transition are becoming more visible and more numerous,
vocational educators are becoming increasingly aware of the need

to develop special educational and training programs for them.
Research and practice have shown that adults in transit:.on have
different characteristics from youth and require a different mix
of services ahd modes of delivery.

The growing importan-ce-ot-tidtcareer changers is shown by the

development in 1973.of a joint position paper by the American
Vocational Association and the National Vocational Guidance Asso-
ciation, recognizing that career development continues theoughout
life and does not'simply end once an individual reaches adult-

hood. Inllight of the incleasing recognition being accorded to
adults trOtransicion, this paper discusses the various categories
of mid-career changers and their Characteristics and needs, as

well as programs provided to meet those needs. Weaknesses in

present programs are considered and proposed models for service

delivery are discussed. Finally, implications of mid-career
change for future research and practice are outlined.

"Vocational Education and Mid-Career Change" is one of three

benchmark monographs produced during the second year of the

National Center's knowledge transforw.tion program. Papers in

each topic area are intended to communiCate knowledge and, where

appropriate, suggest applications. This series should be of

interest to all vocational educators, including administrators

and policy makers, federal agency personnel, researchers, and the

National Center staff.

The profession is indebted to Dr. Janet C. Heddesheimer for her

scholarship in preparing this paper. Recognition is also due Dr.

Ruth P. aighes, Iowa State University; Dr. Paula Robbins, Fitch-
burg State College; and Mr. Gonzalo Garcia, the National Center

for Research in Vocational Education, for their critical review .

of the manuscript. Dr. Carol P. Kowle supervised publication of

the series. Mrs. Ann Kangas and Mrs. Margaret Starbuck assisted.

Robert.E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for-Research in
Vocational Education



INTRODUCTION

The'concept. that many people in middle age require continued
education and vocational counseling, just as children and youth

do, is not new. The amount of attention given to this older
population, however, has increased in the last decade.

The assumption that individuals settle into stable career

pattern by their middle thirties (Super, 1951) and no longer

require vocational education services has been suócessfullychal-
lengeo. The literature shows that as mid-life,adults wrestle
with career changes, either voluntary or involuntary, they have a

.erange of needs. Mid-life adults may seek opportunities for

training, information about jobs and educational'options, finan-
cial support, and counseling services. Those,who 'work with

adults agree that mid-career changers can and do benefit from

support services and educational opportunities, but there is no

consensus on the services needed or on the most effective means

of delivering services.

This paper represents an attempt to survey the diverse points of

view concerning modes of serVice delivery to adults making mid-

career changes. In addition, it describes the characteristics of

those who make changes in mid-;:areer. Information is provided on
available strategies and resources to serve mid-career changers.
Finally, the implications for research and practice are

discussed.

SOURCES.OF CURRENT INTEREST

Interest in mid-career changers seems from a variety of social

causes. A key factor has been increasing interest in adult

14

development end aging, as refle ted in the popularity of Sheehy's

ll'assages: Predictable Crises o Adult Life (1974) and Levinson'.6
The Seasons of a Man's Life (197 8. ). Concern with adult develop-

ment has included a focuS on the vocational aspect. Researchers

have been examining the characteristics which distinguish the
vocational development of adults fica that of others at various

stages of the life cycle, although no definite conclusions have

been drawn (Ginzberg, 1972, Herr and Cramer, 1979).

Adults have also become more visible in areas of our society

usually reserved for the young. For example, large numbers of
middle-aged adults are pursuing education at levels ranging from

the community college and technical institute to graduate and

professional schools (Young, 1978). many of these adults are

seeking additional_ training_ to upgrade existing skills or retrain

for a new field. Such training h-a-S-biedilmie- necessary as

1
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technological change in society has resulted in growth in some
segments of the economy and contraction in (Ahers, forcing
workers to acquire new skills s existing skills become obsolete.

Changing family patterns also affect: the vocational development
of adults. A significant number of displaced homemakers and
other women entering the work force for the first time or
reentering need help in the form of training and vocational
guidance. Early completion of families a7.so frees both men and
women to pursue new career options.

Another social trend is the growing number of individuals who
retire in their forties and fifties. Despite continuing dif-
ficulties with pension systems, many individuals do have pension
rights at an early age, including military and federal government
employees. Early retirees are free to pursue emerging vocational
interests through additional training or to reenter the job mar-
ket in a lower level position. Changing attitudes on the part of
society as a whole account for greater recognition of the needs
of middle-aged adults and greater willingness on the part of
middle-aged adults to make vocational changr.r.:. Hiestand (1971)
has noted a subtle shift in the attitude of society in general
that condones greater freedom for the middle-aged. Mid-life
unemployment is another significant factor in career change. The
middle-aged adult is mora likely to have difficulty obtaining a
new job and is often more likely to have skills that are obso-
lete. The need for retraining and job placement assistance for
unemployed middle-aged adults is evident (Sexton, 1977). Worker
dissatisfaction in midlife has also become an important social
concern (Blau, 19,8; de ,Vries, 1978; Sheppard, 1972). Recogni-
tion of worker dissatisfaction has resulted in a focus on pro-
viding opportunities for acquisition of new skills and restruc-
turing of jobs so that they provide more sdtisfaction.for the
'adult workrc.

The,pasage of legislatn and,the establishment of federal
,genctpriorities in relation to adult c'areer changers reflect
social Change and the increased visibility.of this population.
In summary, a variety of social, economic, political, and
psychological factors have resulted in a greater interest in
mid-cateer changers.

MID-CAREER CHANGERS

Populations Affected

Mid-career changers are a diverse population and, as a result,
are difficult to identify. There is no systematic way to
estimate the numbers and characteristics of adults making
mid-career changes.

2
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One meatts of estimating the numbers of mid-career changers is to
exaMine the rate of worker, mobility,,although studies on this

topic often preduCe conflicting resultS. Byrne (1975) estimates'
that 9 percent of the work force changes jobs each year. Sommers

and Eck (1977), on the otheer hand', estimate an overall worker
mobility rate of Oproximately 30 percent or 34.6 percent for men '

and 27.2 percent for women. Both studies demonstrate, however, .

that job mobility decreases with age. Furthermore, the more
individuals invest in education or training, the less likely they

are to change fields.

In fact, same researchers have claimed that mid-life career
change is not as extensive as the literature suggests. Arbeiter

(1979b), for, example, notes that the career mobility rate of
employed Americans is low. Be alsb.emphasizes the decline in job )

mobility which occurs with age, citing Byrne's 9 percent esti-

mate. Ac,cording to Arbeiter, as people grow older, they tend to

seek greater job" security. Be-argues that the numbers-of .mid-

life career changers will decline in the 1980s. 'Stern (1977)
presents a similar point of view when he notes that in reality

the current economic situation discourages occupational mobility.
Even so, he indicates that interest in career change will con-
tinue due to an increased awareness of new vocational options and
more time available to adults after their families,tave been*

raised.

.Clearly, there are conflicting points of view on the size of the
mid-career change population and on whether that population will
increase or decrease. Statistics describing large aggregates of

the population can be misleading. In addition, changes occur so
rapidly that it is difficult to gather current data. The demand

for and response to services for mid-career changers may be,more
useful indicators than studies of labor market trends.

Identifiable groups of mid-career 'dhangers include reentry woMen

and displaced homemakers, .those who are forced to seek,different

occupations because of outModed skills or mandatory eallty retire-.:

ment, those who.efe-frilstrated or dissatisfied with their yle4ckr,,

and those who are seeking more satisfying work in'14-ne with

changing needs and values. If the definition of mid-career
changers is expanded to include career upgraders, or those who

.are preparing themselves for advancement in their careers

(Paltridge and Regan, 1978), it appears that there is a sizeable

population of adults in transition.

There is-some disagreement over the terms and categories used to
describe mid-life career changers. Some_of the recently coined

terms include "mid-career changer" (Paltridge and Regan, 1978),

"adults in transition" (Arbeiter, Aslanian, Schmerbeck, and
Bricke111.1978), and "shifters" (Clopton, 1973),. These degerip-

tors are meant to encompass individuals who make significant



occupational changes during middle lift. The age .range is
s. usually thirty to fifty-five (Clopton,'1973; Pascal,,Bell,

Doughartyp Dunn, and Thoftipson, 1915), which excludes children and
,

young adultS establishing themselyes in the wbrk place, anti older
adurts who !lie copcerned about the transition from wdrk tti 0 \ #

retiremerit. .

A distinction is commonly made between those who are vtively
pursuing a career 'change and those *who are,considering a career
change. Active pursuit is ev.idenced by such activities as
looking foi another job or entering a training program. The
tennis used to describe,these sdbgroups include "abtive mid-aareer
.changers" aVapposed to "potential mid-career changers"
(Paltridge-and Regan, 1978) and those Oho are in "actual,tranwit"
as opposed-to those who are in "anticipatory transition".
(Arbeitet.et al., 1978);. Another important distinction is made
betlgeen voluntary and inWoluntary career change -(Entine,A177).
Clopton'(1973). preparei a classifidation gystem for types'of
mid-life career shilts based on his study of.a group of twenty
"shifters" who had .actually made a career change-and twenty
"persisters" who stayed in their first Career field despite a
deAre to change.

According to Clopton, Type A shifts result from major events that
force in4ividuals to make major occupational changes. These
events can include loss ofsemployment oc a maj4 shift in
personal values. The imp4ct of a "mid-life crisis" (Levinson,
1978; Mayer, 1978; Sheehy, 1974) would fit into this Type A
shift. Type B change/it re'sult from di@satisfaction with an
initial career choice. Type C changes occur when.individuals
realize.that even though the initial vocational choice'was
satisfytng, there is another occupation that coUld provide as
much ot more satis.:action. "

What actually constitutes a mid-career changs js...not,clear. There
iS no index for distirwis.hing between a-jdb change -that.is the
next step in an on-going career and a job.change that represents
a' major tedirection in an individualis eaieer,pattern.
Gotfredson (197.6) has proposed that Holland's"(1973)
cation system be used to differentfate major and minor career*
shifts. Those who remain in the same Holland category, even
though they have changed jobs, would not he considered 1'1dd-career
chargers. ,Those who shift to another category would-be desig-
nated changers. Bell (Pascal et al.., 1975) has.praposed'ah index
of the extent of career. redirection based on the magnitude of the
"Status change" and the regairement for ret'..-aining. According to
Bell, "Both magnitudes will be small when previous experiepce is
necessary and sufficient for the new job; when one or bpth are
large, a radical redirection of career occurs" (p. 51).

4
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'Although 4ftwork of.GottfredsonAhd Beli is helgtful to mid-

career change theorits, the Morepractical aspect of service

delivery to mid-career changers must be c'onsideredas well.

Sch1ossberd(1975) sesgests that- whether ineividualp. are .

upgrading'themselves ih their original place of employment, -

seeking a different employer in the same field, or making a major

shift in their field, the move represents considerable change.

The changeinvolves copin4 with new activitieve new colleagues,

new sets of expectations, and a changing self-definition. There-

fore, the question is not whether i is a major or minof change,

but what impaát.the shift has'on the ihdividual making it. The

assumption in this paper is that the mid-life adult defines the

magnitude of change'represented by a shift.

Characteristics of Mid-Career Changers'

Mid-career changers in-the aggregate appear to have distin-

guishing psychological characteristics and life circumstanpes.

It should be noted, however, that much discussion of the charac-

teristics of mid-career changers derives from anecdotal accounts,-

although there is a growing body of research in this area.

There are two general reasons for career chann. According ta .

Entine (1977), impetus for change may be internal (psyc logical)

or external (primarily economic). Psychological fabtor are

linked to changes in individuals or their families. -Ex ernally

based.factors oftentrelate.to changes in the:economy., Entine

further suggests that reasdne for change may be.aaticipated ot

unanticipated: Anticipated change allows more time for planning,

'whereas unanticipated change may create feelingst of shook and

helplessness over the inability to re4pond. .

Career shifts way be the resule 4Upersona1ity changes during

adult' 7liod ot of common events in the work place. Erikson (1968),

LevinE (1978), and Vaillant (1977) discuss changes in priori-

ties d ..ing adult life. Adults in the thirty-five to fifty age

range may shift their priorities as a result of such family

changes as divorce or an end to child rearing responsibilities.

Ill or aging parehts may represent new tesponsiNjities and con-

flicts for, mid-life adults who Are anxious.to.have more time for

their own pursuits. In other cases, mid-life adults may discoper

emerging interests and f-ind that their interpersonal-needs havd

,
changed as they have matured. Schlossberg (1978)Allas suggested

that in middle age many men have a greater interest in meeting.

their needs to nurture others while women are more concerned with

earning achievement in the work world.

. e . ,

In addition to such intAiial changes; mid-life adults-may experi-
,

ence frustration on the job. Worker dissatisfaction hds been:f

recognized in all segments of tbe economy. Although a job.).,ay-

5
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provide an adequate income and security, it may be seen as
meaningless workvas documented by Sheppard and Herrick (1972) in
their study of blue-.collar worker8. Mid-life adults may feel a
keen sense of disappointment when they begin to see a discrepancy
between what they had hoped to accomplish and what they have
actually achieved (de VrieS 1978). The urgency to change
increases when mid-life adults realize the-dwindling number oi
years remaining to establish them'Selves in a new occupation. A
related factoy in mid-life career changers involves the.reali-
zation that thcrir can no longer perform on the job either physi-
cally or psychologically. For example, military personnel,
athletes, and dancers reach a point where they are jparred from
continuing in the.occupation that-has been a major part of th(ir
identity.

A

Motivation for career change, as Indicated, derives from altera-
'tions,in personality, personal life, or work role. As Roberts
(1973) suggests; howeverl'unless some preconditions fpr change
are present and constrAnts are overcome-; 'change-is not Tike-lk to
occur. For examplet-vocationaI change is necessary for those who
must retire early or who are terminated. 'Other preconditions
include, the availability of mid-career change clinics, access to
training and alternative careers, information'about opportruni-
ties, and/or association with career changers:

Constraints center around accessibility, family circumstances,
and attitUdes tow4vrd self and wor:!'. Lack of access to-vocatior
options and training opportunities pan limit the ability to firiu
appropriate new career directions. Family circumstances can
limit%the amount of time and money_available to pursue needed
tra.ining. Two common problems in-the return to school are guilt
over neglect of family responsibilAties and difficulty in effec-

.

tive timeemfinagement. Mid-life adults may believe it is too late
to be socialized into a new occupation. They may also fear the
loss of status*and seniority that often accompanies a move to a
new field. Clearly, there are many factors affecting mid-career
change and the attitudes of mid-career changers. A sensibllity
for the Complexity of 'the process of mid-career change and the
factors behind the.process is necessary in th&provision of
services to this population.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT THEQRY

Career development theory has traditionally provided a framework
for vocational counsej.ing programs. Until recently, however,
most theories of career development did not elucidate adult
career.development. Originally, Super's (1957)-discussion of the
stages of career ddVelopment identified men lbs being in the main-
tenance stage, by age forty-five.. The assumptiOn behind thib,

1
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point of view was that few major changes occurred after this

stage. Today, however, career development theory has changed to

encompass all stages of the life cycle. This new perspective is

reflected in a-joint position paper on career development pub-

lished in 1973 by the National Vocational Guidance Assciciation

(NVGA) and the American VOcational Association (AVA). According

to the AVA-NVGA joint commission/ career development contsinues

throughout life. Alterktions in one's vocational life must be

seen in relation to chadges in one's personal life. The dynamics

of career changeare best seen in terms of a summary of the key

theories of career development. These theories suggest new

approaches to helping adults make career decisions.

Super_

* Super (1957) was one of the first theorists to condgiotualize

specific stages in the career development process and to place

these stages in'the context of the changing demands of the life

cycle. According to Super, career development is a reflection of

self-concept. In line with Super's theory, it seems appropriate

for adults in middle age to seek work experiences that ereflect

new or changing interests and values. In ah updated version of

Super's theory, Murphy and Burck (1976) note that since a career

midlife may no longer reflect self-concept accurately, a

career shift may .be necessary. In_this sense, the search for a

new career represents a search for self-renewal.

Super's Concept of vocational maturity is also helpful in und:-.

standing the motivations of mid-career adults. He defines the

concept of vocational maturity in terms of the degree of similar-,

ity between an individual's vocational behavior and the expected

vocatkonal behavior at that age. The use of strict age norms may

---.0-not be appropriate for adults, but it may be_appropriate to coin-

pare mid-career changers in similar situations to determine their

.
relative level of maturity. This-approach can facilitate the

provision of assistanco required for each level of vocational

maturity.

Although Super has m-4e an utstanding contribution to the under-

standing of career.-velopment, most of his research has been

completed on men. e has deScribed typical career patterns for

both men and wom but many-Of-his concepts have not been fully

tested i re on to'the career development of women.

Ginzberg

Ginzberg conCeptof career development (Ginzberg, Ginsburg,

Axelrad, and Herma, 1951) is similar to that of Super, in that

vocational choice is seen as a process occuriing in stages.

7
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These stages consist of a series of compromises made between
wishes and possibilities. The process is divided into the
fantasy, tentative, and realistic periods. In the original
formulation, Ginzberg et al. regarded these stages as irrevers-
ible and complete, with some exceptions, by age twenty-four.
More recently, Ginzberg ;1972) has described occupational deci-
sion making as an open-ended process that can coexist with An
individual's work life. He speculates that if a f..esired level of
satisfaction not forthcoming from a job, or, ii. new career
possi ilities omise greater sat!,sfaction, adults are likely to
attemp oice. Clearly, G...nzberg has modified his view-
point to reflect the changing outlook on career development in
adulthood.

Holland

Holland's (1973) concept of vocational choice is one of the
most common theories used.in programs for mid-life career
changers, as it was designed to encompass individuals of all
ages. He stresses the notion that individuals have unique needs
and attempt to. satisfy their needs through occupational choice.

Holland has developed a matrix of personality types and a par
allel set of environmental models to describe the character-
istics of different_ work settings. A primary thesis is that -

individuals whose personality type s consistent with the model
personality type in their worklenvironment are likely to experi-
ence vocational satisfaction. This thesis helps to explain the
discontent that many mid-life adults feel in their work. Person-
ality changes that occur in midlife often mean that a job setting
which formerly provided satisfaction is no longer congruent with
the individual's changing needs and values. Holland's theory is
used frequently because it is clear and relatively easy to trans-
late into practice. In addition, two instruments developed by
-Holland, the Vocational Preferende Inventory and the Self=
Directed Search, aye helpful in aiding adults in the identifica-
tion- of vocational 'possibilities consonant with their personality
types.

Tiedeman

Tiedeman and O'Hara (1963) focus on ccupational decision making,
which they regard as a continuous pro.es. According to this
theory, individuals face a series of pro lems throughout life and
go through two general stages in determining solutions: (1)
anticipation ictr. Preoccupation, and (2) implementation and adjust-
ment. This decision-making process 8hou1d be directed by the
individual. The decision-making model presented by these authors
can be used to help individuals understand the stages they are.
joing throiugh in making a vocational choice.

8



Summary

A-traditional weakness of career development theories is that
they have focused on males almost to the exclusion of females. A
considerable amount of research is underway to correct this defi-
ciency, but more work needs to be done. Winkfield and Lowry
(1977b) have reviewed some of the current attempts to explain the
vocational development of women and note that recent efforts have
-focused on explaining the career patterns of women as well as
their vocational choices. The emphasis in this research has been
on the ways in which the career patterns of women differ from
those of men and on the factors which account for the
differences.

Mid-life career.change is seen by many theorists from a develop-
mental perspective, a view which serves a. variety of purposes.
Career changes in adults can be bettee understood in the context
of other events in their lives. Career shifts are not isolated
events, and career development is an ongoing process: Regarding
career change as an opportunity for growth is especially import-
ant for involuntary changers. If the shift represents a poten-
tially productive next step rather than a sign of failure, those
making involuntary changes are less likely to be discouraged by
the:transition. Tiedeman has commented that "only people stop
careers" (1975, p. 1). In other words, individuals control their

_ .own vocational_ destinies._

NEEDS OF MID-CAREER CHANGERS

A number of studies have been designed to assess the needs of
mid-career changers and the educational.and support services they
require. Several different_approaches have been used in these
studies, includingssurveys of the adults themselves, suggestions
advanced by educators offering programs for adults in transition,
and proposals for service delivery based on adult career develop-
ment theory.

Mid-career changers have a variety of needs for training and sup-
port services. Those specifically under discussion here ihiclude
the need for accessibility to services, training opportunities to
provide new career directions, information about career and
training opportunitiest'vocational counseling, and job place-
ment assistance;

Accessibility

A key aspect of accessibility is the willingness of an educa-
tional institution to provide support services for mid-career

9
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changer's. This may involve admission of older than usual stu-
dents and acceptance of educational credentials which may be
'dated. Hiestand (1971) found that admissions policies often
discriminated against older students entering professional and
graduate schools. Many postsecondary institutions, however,
actively seek out older students. The American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges publishes Career Education in
Community Colleges: A Sourcebook (1978), whiarists programs
targeted to adults making career changes. Lowther (1977) also
identifies promising practices for adults in institutions of
higher educajtion, including counseling services, the rewarding of
academic credit for life experiences,- And extension programs. .

e

For adults with family and work responsibilities, driving long.
distances t take advantage of training opportunities may pregent

i
insurmounta le problems; thus, geographic accessibility is a
considerati n in program development.

1

Training

In their study of adults in transiton, Arbeiter et al. (1978)
found that 60 percent of the sample planned additional educa-
tion to acquire credentials necessary for career advancement or
change. The majority of those planning additional education
-expressed-inter-est 4-n-either a vocatioual---or-a_pr_ofessional_pr.

. gram. Such findings are reinforced by the fact that a growing
number of adults over thirty-five are returning to school (Young,
1978).

The design of a training prograt is critical for adultg in tran-
sition. Adults may be particularly concerned that the program
they have selected will lead directly to the area of employment
they have choSen. Delays and false starts can be frustrating to
those who feeX they have a limited number of years to advance in
their newly chosen career. It is critical that _programs be indi-

vidually tailored to the goals pf the career changers. Robbins
(1978) found that some men in her study of career changers needed
only a few formal courses to effect a shift, while others needed
a formal degree program. Program planners must identify-the
specific credentials required by a mid-career changer rather than .

fotusing solely on completion of degree programs.

Financial Assistance

Many mid-life adults have heavy financial responsibilities that
leave little room for additional traihia4 expenses. This is ;

especially true of low-income adults and some members of minority

groups. Even, when financial support is available through the
federal government or employers, many individuals are not aware
that the support exists or Ao not know how to apply for it. One

10



recommendation made by the National Advisory Council for Women's
Educational PrOgrams in relation to programs for disadvantaged

women was that the U.S. Office of Education prepare an inventory

of federal programs offering financial aid to this population

(Eliason, 1977).

Information

Arbeiter et al. (1978) found that adults in transition were pri-
Marily interested in information on available jobs, educational

or training programs, sources of financial aid, and facts about

personal abilities relating to educational success. Other

_studies have shown that many mid-career changers lack the most
basic information about vocational options. Kane and Frazee
(1979) found that less than one-third of the women they surveyed
in vocational education programs knew about employment opportuni-
ties ih occupational areas other than the ones in which they were

being trained. They also found that most of the women surveyed

had chosen their training and had made their vocational decisions

before returning to school, while only 13 percent had partici-
pated in a career exploration program.

Such studies suggest that adults need information on jobs,
training, and matching their skills and aptitudes to vocational

options before_actually selecting a new vocational area. Often,

information servi-ae-s can be-provided most'appropriately-in com-
munity settings other than educational institutions. The need
for information is linked to the concept of, accessibility. A

study on The Status of Women in Two-Year Colle9es (American Asso-

ciation of Community and Junior Colleges, -1977) recommended that

information about the market place and educational institutions
be made more available to students.

Counseling

Mid-career changers need assistance in making vocational deci-
stions and in coping with the accompanying personal changes.
LowtNer (1977) observed that adult students need to understand
not only the educational and vocational options open to them, but

the risks and costs as well. A mid-career change can mean con-
siderable emotional and economic risk as well.as exciting possi-
bilities. Counseling .can"help provide decision-making and job-

finding skills, emotional support, and assistance in locating
information. -Through counseling, mid-career changers can coordi-
nate and make full use of the' other services provided,to them.

Pascal et al. (1975) have developed a flow chart representing the

process of mid-life redirection. Figure 1 shows counseling at
the heart of the process. As the figure indicates, counseling
assists in the move from the commitment to change to acting on
the decision.

11
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Figure 1. The process of mid-life war redirection.

SOURCE: Pascal, A.H.; Sell, D.; Dougherty, L.; Dunn, W.L.; and Thornpson, V. An Evaluation of

Policy Related Research on Programs for Mid-Life Career Redirection. 2 Vols.

,Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corporation, 1975, p.4. Prepared for the National Science

Foundation, R-158211-NSF. Reprinted with permisskierof-tha-Rand-Corporation.--
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Most career planning models propose a -blend of_knowledge of the

.
individual's values, personal/vocational goals, work history,

skills and aptitudes, and family considerations with a knowledge

of educational and vocational options. Career decision making

involves selecting a vocational goal that meets the individual's

personal needs and is realistic in light of job requirements.

In exploring the reasons why adults over thirty-five change jobs,

Schlossi.-rg (1975) notes that in any age group there are irdi-

viduals at all levels of vocational maturity. According to

Schlossberg (1975), vocational maturity refers to the ability of

individuals to become involved "in the choice process" and to*

"make appropriate decisions by first considering expanding alter-

natives, then narrowing down the options" (p. 39). This defini-

tion suggests that once adults gain control of their vocational

destiny, their skills can be used throughout life. The usual

goal of career counseling programs is to assist individuals in

increasing their level of vocational maturity so that they can

make appropriate decisions throughout their lives.

A variety of counseling activities are appropriate for use with

mid-career changers. Nero (1975) explored the dynamics of the

transition from housewife to labor force participant. The coun-

seling services requested by the women she surveyed are typical

of the types of services offered to mid-career changers by many

counseling centers. These included: (1) standardized tests of

vocational interests and aptitudes; (2) up-to-date and accurate

infOrmation on vocational opportunities -ancl-labor_markeprojvc_-
tions and training opportunities in their geographic area; (3)

opportunities bp talk with other adults having similar experi-

ences; (4) alternative strategies for problem solving; (5) per--

sonal counseling; and (6) Workshops on such topics as assertive-

ness training, value'clarification, strategies for decision

making, time management, and interviewing skills. Counseling is

central to most programs for mid-career changers. Effective

counseling can be the key to helping adults take advantage of the

options open to them.

Transferability of Skills

Alsource of frustration for many adults in tr.ansition is a lack

of knowledge about how to transfer knowledge and skills acquired

in the classroom, comMunity, and home to the work world. This

has been particularly, difficult for reentry women and displaced

homemakers, as many of their skills are developed through unpaid

work in the home or community. Their experience may not be

recognized as equivalent to similar skills acquired through paid

.employment.

13
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As director of the Center for Women's Opportunities, Eliason
highlights developments in research on transferable skills. In a
recent address, she descri two projects which focused on iden-
tifying and assessing skill'Idwomen have acquired through life
experiences and demonstrating that these skills are relevant to a
variety of occupations and training programs (Eliason, 1979).
The first is Project ACCESS, developed by the Educational Testing
Service (ETS) and the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges (AACJC) with funding from the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation's Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education. The second
is Project HAVE Skills, developed by the Educational Testing Ser-
vice with funding from"the Women's Educational Equity Act Pro-
gram. Another program along the same lines is the College Level
Examination Program (CLEP) developed by the Educational .Testing
Service to allow adults to receive credit by examination for a
variety of courses. Many institutions of higher education allow
students to waive ,:ourses if they receive a passing score on the
CLEP exam.

Study Skills

Adults who elect to return for formal training often need assis-
tance in developing study skills. The adult women surveyed by
Kane and Fr.6zee (1979) indicated that they were handicapped
because they had forgotten or had never learned how to study
effectively. Difficulties in studying efficiently led to pro-
blems of inefficient time management and-the inability to take
full advantage of their training. Adults returning to classes
may feel.apprehensive about their ability to compete with younger
students or they may feel the skills they have are rusty. Study
skills programs can be important supportive services for these
adults.

Job Search and Placement

Thompson (Pascal e..t al., 1975), found that provision of coun-
seling and job information se:vices was common in programs for
mid-career changers. Eliason also listed several activities to
help adults seek and locate specific job openings. Some of these
activities include developing functional resumes; identifying
potential employers and openings; identifying resource people who
can lead to job openings; overcoming bias on'the part of ,
employers toward age, sex, and race; and learning how to conduct
oneself in an employment interview.

14
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ASSISTING WITH CAREER C:2ANGE

Programs designed to assist adults in transition frequently offer
a combination of training and education, career counseling, and

job placement and referral. Not all programs provide all three

types of services and some programs are organized along different

models. Many are created to reach specific groups of mid-career
changers such as reentry women-and displaced homemakers, those
who have lost jobs because of economic shifts or who face manda-
tory or early retirement,,and those who seek new career direc-
tions for the sake of personal growth or because of job dissatis-

faction. Programs for mid-career changers are also located in a
variety of settings, from storefronts to universities.

Educational Services

Educational institutions have been among the first organizations

to furnish programs for mid-career changers. Several factors
contribute to this phenomenon. First, adults are returning to
school in large numbers (Young, 1978), which has led to the
provision of specialized services for them. Second, in a time of
declining enrollments on the part of younger studentsveduca-
tional institutions welcome adults and even recruit them. Third,

community colleges often have mandates from their state legisla-
tures to provide services for all citizens. Since community

colleges have become increasingly important in recent Ikars, they_

have helped promote education for adults.

Services for adults in educational settings consist primarily of

counseling and job referral. Programi exist for both men and

women, but centers designed specifically to meet the needs of

women have grown rapidly during the last decade. 'Harrison and

Entine (1976) examined the scope and dimensions of adult coun-
seling prOgrams in the country with an emphasis on programs for

women, ethnic minorities, and mid-career changers. Many of these

programs are located in educational institutions as well as in

the community.

Two programs for adults in educational settings deserve particu-

lar mention. The first is one developed by Farmer at the Univer-

sity of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana (1976). It includes a com-

puter-assisted counseling center for adults called the INQUIRY
Center, and is geared to individuals making career changes or
desiring reentry into the world of work but who are unaware of
available educational or job opportunities. Other zervices the

center offers are training in decision-making skills and help in
locating information on one's own.
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The second program involves a counseling center established by
Entine (Harrison and Entine, 1976) at the State University of New
York at Stoney Brook. This has been a prototype program designed
to provide mid-career counseling for thosP who require it. The
program consists in part of an eight-week course involving goal
clarification, development of interest inventories, preparation
of resumes, and learning job techniques. The center also pro-
vides workshops on such specific topics as value clarification,
handling anxiety and stress, and career and life evaluation.

. Other types of programs for adults in transition are reviewed by
Robbins (1978). Examples include universities without walls,
courses that focus on work in the community to explore career
possibilities, degree programs based on contracts geared to stu-
dents' personal learning requirements, and on-the-job training
opportunities. Short-term certificate programs in community
colleges also provide adults with the opportunity for training in
marketable skills.

Business and Industry

Pascal et al. (1975) have noted that employer-based training has
not been a major source of assistance to mid-career changers.
They have found that companies have concentrated on retraining or
updating their own employees. At the sme time, many companies
have developed internal career planning programs for their
_employees. Leibowitz (1979) notes that these programs usually
fall into one of two.d-ategorieS: -(1) pèrsorialized tareer
planning, and (2) career management which is oriented toward the
organization. The career planning programs assist employees in
developing vocational and educational goals. The career manage'a-:
ment programs focus on the organization through such activities
as performance evaluation and supervisor training. A number of
corporations offer funding and in some cases, released time, for
.employees to pursue additional training in local educational
,institutions. InItheir sUrvey of mid-careec changers in seven
communities, Paltridge and Regan (1978) found that employers
played a major role in career counseling and provision of
financial aid.

Federal Government

Most programs sponsored by the federal government are designed to
aid the unemployed. Nelson (1975) notes that programs are
developed on the basis of two assumptions, that skill conversion
and retraining are required to get workers employed, and that
jobs are available iri'some sectors of the economy for.job seekers
who have the necessary job-seeking'skills.
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One of the largest federal retraining programs was initiated
under the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 (MDTA).
The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA)
succeeded MDTA. This act providestraining and job Aacement
assistance through loosely developTd and'sponsored zrograms.
States, cities, and counties receive direct grants under CETA to
provide employment and training for the disadvantageA who are
unemployed or underemploy'ed, although the emphasis hal shifted
from employability problems of the disadvantaged to ccncern with
unemployment generally (Sexton, 1977). CETA has also been a'
major source of funding for public aervice jobs and hes subsi-
dized vocational training programs fox:- unemployed adults. Con-

gress has also recently earmarked special CETA funds for services
to displaced homemakers.

Another federal program which offers assistance to adults is the
Work Incentive Program (WIN), available to recipients of Aid to
Families of Dependent Children (AFDC). The current priority of
this program is assisting the unemployed in finding jobs. If an
individual is not immediately employOle, the program also offers
assistance in obtaining training.

The Career Information Systems Grants Program was initiated by
the Department of Labor in 1974 to improve both the quality and
the dissemination of information on employment and training.
Educational Information Centers are also sponsored by the federal
government as authorized by the Education Amendments of 1916.
These centers are administered by the U.S. Office of Education,
-which'provides seed money to each.state-to set up centers for
those whorhave difficulty obtaining career information through
the usual channels.

The Department of Labor has also funded a humber of programs for
women, such as Wider Opportunities for Women (WOW), which pro-
vides career iclIformation for women and seminars on developing
career objectives and job.finding techniques. Peer counseling
and self-help techniques have also been a part of WOW's work. In

addition, this program helps women find transportation, child
care, housing, and legal counsel. The United States Employment
Service (USES) is another Service sponsored by the Department of
Labor to provide job placement, occupational testing, local labor
market information, counseling, and refeeral through moi.e than
2,500 local offices (_py_li2IProramiiighlihtsEmlomentandTrairt
1978).

The federal government, through legislative mandates, provides
fundirig for research and developwent programs that can benefit
mid-career changers. Such agencies as the National Institute of
Education, the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Educa-
tion, the U.S. Office of Education's Bureau of Occupational and
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Adult Education, the Department of Lmbor, the Employment and
Training Administration, and the National Science Foundation have,
.all funded projects in the area of mid-career change.

Community-Based Programs

Hètfernan and Macy (197B) of the National Center for Educational
Brokering describe independent Services in communities that func-
tion as intermediaries between adults and education and employ-
ment. Brokering agencies provide information assessment oppor-
tunities, advice, reterral services, and advocacy. They offer
activities for value'clarification, life planning, coping with
stereotypes, gaining admission to programs, and choosing career
options. Such programs are sponsored through independent agen-
cies, public libraries, community women's services,, state and
local governments, and inter-institutional arrangements.

The National Center for Educational Brokering has developed a
national directory of brokering agencies. Jacobson (1979) also
lists such centers in her summary of adult career advocacy
programs.

Self-help groups offer another possibility for assistance to
adults. One such group is 40+, an organization for individuals
forty and over who are unemployed and have had an average income
of at least $12,000 to $15,000 for the preceding five years. The
organization provides counseling and workshops on job search
_sttategies. A similar organization is Experience Unlimited for
uneMploiyidPiófessionäiS.: -The gisociation-of Te-chnical Profes-
sionals is a group of engineers and technical per3onne1 who
develop job opportunities and counsel the unemployed. The major
'focus in self-help groups is on helping unemployed individuals to
reenter the work force (Jacobson, 1979).

Gaps in Service Delivefy

Despite a great deal of progress in providing education and
training to mid-career changers, much remains to'be done. A
review of problems and areas of improvement can provide insights
for future program planning;

Programs that concentrate on retraining without including ade-
quate counseling, information,, and job seeking services.often
;fail to meet the needs of adults in transition. There are
several reasons for this phenomenon. Many times, individuals
entering training programs have not fully explored the options
available before taking on additiodal training. They may
discover at some point that they have made a poor choice, of

careers. In addition, without adequate job searching skills,
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adults may not knoW how to obtain a position'for whiWthey ar#
qualified.-_Finally, without adequate information on labor market
needs before entering a program, adults can en'certf.ields where
the demand for workers is daclining (Nelsbn, 1975; Pascal etfal.,
1975).. Even when information ia available; mid-career changers... ,-

may not know hOw to access it. Dissemination remains gerious ele

cOncern for progrbm developers.

The Iodation and timing of services is.also important. 'For

example/ individuals in rural"settings may be cut off from ser-
vices. Innovative prograts using mobile vans and teleOhone coun-'
seling are solutions to this problem (Clarenbach, 19771-; but they,
are nOt-widespread. \

Diffic'ulties'iemain in the coordination,of efforts on'the part of
employers, educational institutionsi and local and state governr.-
ments. Paltridge and Regan (1978),found examples of outstandihg
coordination among the.programs.they surveyed, but they alsd'.

found many aspects-c.neding imProvement. It is difficult to iden-
tify the right mii of services for each individual making a mid-
career change. Arbeiter (1979a) Flas suggested a relationship
between the readiness of an aduli.to switch careers and the type'
of ,counseling the individual finds most helpful. Individuals .

have a range of,needs from information on job, openings in a Voca-
tional area to the Oppo;tunity to explore a varliety of vocational
options. Even when...the requirement; of the individual areeknown,
the resources may not be available., For example4 the individual1
may require a<ipecialized training program not available in.that
geo§raphic area. Most individUars will have difficulty in
'putting together a -doordinate&-package-of servivies-7thae-includes
financial aide.trainingc pracement, aind counseling. ;-.*

7

0 Et2posed Models
l

A number of.models. tave been proposed for-the improvement of
existing services to mid-career changers. Pascal et al. (1975)
have developed four possibire models for pilot progrdms to assist

vs

adults in transition. Theseoinclude: (1) counseting and
referral cdnters (2) vocational and diagnostic services, (3)

new.career trainimg support, and-(4) training services for new
careers.

Counseling and ieferral centers represent a batAc intervention
strategy. They consist'of a site foi guidance ao disseminitiOn
of information staffed by vocational counsglori. The Centers
should be located in places accessible to all members of'the
community. The provision of vocational and diagnostic services
is identical tb the services provided by the counseling and .

referral center, with the addition of testing and diagnostic
services..

. r.*
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Support of trating actiVities for new careers would be provided
to those seeking skill upgrading or career.change. Grants would
be provided to the mid-career ch '4ers to allow them to purchase
training in the community. This.reaEure would be similar to the'
ser?ices provided under the G.I. Bill. Mid-career changers would
also be required, to work with a counselor, in developing a coher-

.

enf prograM of activities, which would in turn be;evaluated for
adequacy in meeting the individual's own objeceive,s. This type
of prograol would be a form of vocational rehabilitation for
adults in transition.

In terms of the provision of training services for new careers,
the counseling center itself would offer instruction to clients.
This type of center would be appropriate.in locations where ade-

quate training opportunities do not alreakly exist or where mas-
sive dispracement of workers has occurred so that vocational
training instituCions are overloaded.. A:variation on this clip-

.cept would involve a nationwide network of Second Chance Centers

/' to produce instructpnal packages for ficiMe use. These would =

include instruction in skill'and content area as-well as in
careef and life planning and job search technique's.

When implemented, these four prototype programs stuld-be eval-
uated in terms of theit effectAVeness in-three dimensions; tar-.%

get group(s) served, program costs, and Program condequences.

Paltridge and Regan (A78). also offer a. model for provision of
,services to mid-career changersvb-ased on their study of.seven
communities._ After. _synthesizing_the-'ig findingsthey developed
alternative models of ideal community onjanizations, focuging *on

. the approaches they believed were transportablp to a'variety of
settings. They contend-that adu4 educat ,mmunity services
shoUld always emphasize the peeds of the 111-1r.

To'insure the financial stability of the center, only necessary
services should be provOed. Ancillary services can Ot added
when the.local organization.i's capable of funding theM. Services-

considered necessary includet (1) formation of.aicommunity
organization concerned about new opportunities for adults; (2)
provision of career counseling and information on educational
programs; (3) a network of educational and training programs
available locally; (4). distribution of information on available
educational and counseling services to interested community!

'members.

The community organization a0d the educational and training

. institutions must work together to 'provide these services. Com-

munity members would be respOnsible ilor developing community sup-

port. Thek coMmunity organization must work with institutiOps to -

' develop a0Propriat4 training actiyities-and aid in the develop-

ment of Outreach programs for disadvantaged neighborhoods and
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rUral communities. The educational and training institutions
would be responsible for providing programs and establishing
policies to encourage mid-career adults to seek training. Such

policies and practices would include offering classes at con-
possibilitieS for financial aid, and

developing flexiple admissions policies to allow,mid-career
adults with varliing backgroUnds to enter programs of thear.

choice. Finally, educational institutions should explore all
possibilities for nontraditional programs.

Paltridge and Regan (1978) present the Community Council Model as
the most promising model for the provision of services to mid-
career changers. Figure 2 shows that the central feature of this

model Ds a council linked to the community, by two advisory 'com-

mittees: one on *manpower needs and employment oPportunities, and
the other on educational needs and programs. The model could be
expanded to include a job placement and referral network. (Three

other models of service delivery are also discussed in the report
by Paltridge and Regan.)

Print and Nonprint Media

Many different types of materials are available to mid-career
changers, including self-help books, directories of services, and

films. Several of the publications in the reference section of

this paper list available materials or provide' suggestions on
where to locate additional resources (Boreh, McCAlly, Goldberg,

and West,' i976; Entine, -1975; Ferrini and Parker, 1978; Harrison

and Entinee 1976; Heddesheimer, Boren, and Terry, 1976; Herr and

IL Cramer, 1979; Jacobson, 1979; Schlossberg and Entine, 1977; 0
Schlvssberg, Troll, and Leibowitz, 1978; Winkfield and Lowry,

19778,).
4 ;

IANACATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

Implications for Practitioners

.A review of the literature o'n programs for adult's in transition

suggests a number, of imp,lications for the provision of educa-
tional, counseling, job referral, and placement services to
individuals within this population. First, programs for mid-

career changers must be targeted 'to specific groups. Those
experiencing mid-career change-are a heterogeneous group.

Designirm general programs to,meet their needs is difficult. The

most zuccessful programs have been based on extensive needs
assessments of the population to be served. Another key factor

in effective seryice delivery is coordination of activities.
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, Figure 2. The Community Council Model,

SOURCE: Paltridge, J.G., and Regan, M. C. Mid-Careerange: Adult
Students in Mid-Career Transitions and Community Support Systems
Developed to Meet Their Needs. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department
of Health. Education, and Welfare. September 1978, p. 72.
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This suggests a link between educational institutions and the

work place. Accessibility to educational and-counseling ,oppor-

tunities is also a.primary consideration in program development.

Ongoing efforts mdst be made to provide up-to-date information on

job possibilities, labor market projections, educational oPpor-

tunities, and sources of financial aid. The' program must also

reflect an understanding of mid-life development on the part of
administrators and planners. Instructional systems must be
designed specifically for adults, and a Variety of delivery sys-

tems can and must,be used. The literature on adult learning
documents the fact that adults require different learning experi-

ences from children (Knowles, 1973). Educational programs should
be designed for the convenience of the adult stqdent. Support

services, such as transportation and child care, are.often impor-

tant. The timing of programs and their physical location should

be carefully planned. Once.programs are planned, dissemination

of information about prograMs is necessary.

Finally, constant monitoring of national and local shifts in the

economy can help service providers anticipate the needs of

adults. For example, knowledge that_a_loc01 empl9Y r_may.be
moving to a new community could alert a community-based career
counseling center to the fact that A number of middle-aged adults

may be in the job market.

Implications for Research

A major implication of the mid-career cA,a.ige literature for
researchers is that further studies of the characteristics of
mid7career ohangers are needed. Many of the existing studies are

based on case studies or small sample sizes rather than on sur-
veys of representative samples. Thomas (1975) has further sug-
gested areas for research on the dynamics of mid-life career
change. Somu of these areas include: (1) the motivation of
career changers; (2) the impact of career change on the middle-
aged adult's identity; and (3) the effect of a move to a new
environment:on individuals when'developmental psychology has
suggested that work stabilizes an individual's personality.

Additional models for effective delivery of services to mid-
career changers can and should be developed and creative
approaches are needed to fill the gaps in service delivery.

More evaluative studies of existing programs may be needeJ tp

identify strengths and weaknesses. The work on career del/slop-
ment theory as it, relates to women's careers also,.needs to'-be

expanded. At the same time, attention should be devoted to the

question of what, if anything, distinguishes the career develop-

ment of ,ority group members..
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A range of policy-related questions also emerge from the litera-
ture on mid-career change. Typical issues arising from the lit-
erature include the following: the role of the federal govern-
menc in assisting mid-career changers; the extent of the problem
raised by the vocational dissatisfaction of large numbers of mid-
life adults; the questions of which group of mid-career changers
should receive the greatest attention; and justifying interest in
creating programs for mid-career changers in light of the actual
numbers of individuals making such shifts.

CONCLUSION

An interesting aspect of the focus on adults in transition is
that the nature of the aervices offered will depend on develop-
ments in many areas of our society. The economy determines the
numbers of unemployed adults or the number of adults who regard
the economy as safe enough to permit a career shift. Although
the numbers of women in the work force have been increasing, it
is not clear how many will move into nontraditional areas of
employment. The availability of public money from federal,_ _ _
state, and local-sodi6ei reSedrali-,db-VelOpMeht.,
programs is also uncertain. Much can be learned from past and
present studies on mid-career change, but much4more needs to be

known. The numbers of mid-life adults are growing, and there is
every indication that programs to assist them will also continue
to grow.
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